Instructions to Authors

Manuscripts in three copies and on disk or (preferably) by e-mail
Following storage media are acceptable: 3-1/2" high-density disk in IBM MS-DOS, Windows, or
Macintosh format or CD-rom (100 MB/250 MB)
Manuscripts prepared with any common word processing software are acceptable, Microsoft
Word 7.0 or higher is preferred
Submit illustration files separately from text files
All illustration files should be in TIFF or EPS formats
Journal quality reproduction will require greyscale and colour files at resolutions yielding approxi-
ately 300 dpi
Bittapped drawings should be submitted at resolutions yielding 600-1200 dpi
Text preferably in English
For non-English authors: language revision compulsory
Summary at the beginning:
"Summary:" bold, at the beginning of first line
At the end Zusammenfassung and Résumé (possibly by editors)
Authors who are not mother-tongue speakers of English, French or German are invited to include
a summary in their own language.
Names of paper authors in capitals, first names initials, institution and place in normal script
Chapter headings bold, subchapter headings bold and lower
Italics for stress and species names
Text in 1.5 line spacing
Aligned left, unjustified margins at the right
No footnotes
Indent first paragraph line 0.5 cm
Spelling in English:
centimeter, not centimetre
program, not programme
10h c. AD/BC
aluminium, not aluminum
colour, palaeo
dates: day-month-year
Reference order in the text by year
2 authors linked by &; starting from 3 authors: quote first only, then et alia or et al.
Reference list pendant 0.5 cm
Alphabetical order by (first) author, then by year;
In case of more authors also only by first author and year
Names of publishers without additions ("Inc.", only first place
Journal titles in short: Anthrop (not Anthropoids), J = Journal
Check complete congruence between text and reference list
No quotations "in print", but possible mention in the text
Author’s address: complete first names and academic titles
Order: name, unit, department, university, street, postal code, place, country; telephone and fax;
email address
Number figures and tables
Legends in English and German (German possibly by editors)
All figures and tables must be mentioned in the text; keep right order
Figures and tables in separate blocks after the text
Figure legends on a new page at the end of the text
Table legends with the tables
One set of figures must be ready for reproduction
Letters in figures must be at least 2 mm high after size reduction to page (max. 11.7x18,5cm)
Colour figures only at partial costs of author (ca 500 Euros per page)